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04 - satellite technologies for broadband to ships - 1. introduction this report covers the global shipping
industry which includes vessels such as commercial ships (tankers; bulk; containers; reefers; supply vessels
and work boats), large fishing vessels (the smaller lti builds out an artificial intelligence and automation
... - types of due diligence processes; and augmented reality & ai, while having multiple applications, is used
mainly in the oil & gas industry to do things such as help lay pipelines below the ground. mosaic ai came to
market in late 2016, and most tyler james huey - s3-east-2azonaws - manage and maintain the
builds/developments of the software on aws/azure servers. run device management software and write scripts
to automate with use of programs like chef/jenkins maintain backend web servers/services such as iis, tomcat,
apache graphics and computer vision for live augmented reality ... - title: graphics and computer vision
for live augmented reality: the 34th america's cup author: tim heidmann subject: for the 2013 america's cup
sailboat races, the event tech team tracked the yachts, marks, and hdtv helicopter cameras with
unprecedented accuracy, enabling a real-time augmented reality graphics system called ac liveline. the third
annual list of the top 50 trends impacting trade ... - through innovations in multi-user touchscreens and
experiences that merge technologies like augmented reality and 3d projection mapping. they’re still focused
on that “wow” factor and want to leave a positive and lasting the xy oracle network: the proof-of-origin
based ... - primarily on augmented reality use cases; and he introduced novel concepts such as challenge
questions in proving one’s location [2]. on september 17th, 2016, the term, \proof of location," formally
surfaced in ethereum’s boosting your innovation through data and applied ai. - reality technologies,
augmented reality, smart management systems robotics and cybersecurity within enterprises as they
transform to industry 4.0. eurecat will also be active in the drone zone, demonstrating the latest advances in
mobile robotics applications. discover our multi-sector and multi-technological new services at mwc2019! we
offer innovative mobile-based services, products and ... bim+blockchain: a solution to the trust problem
in ... - reality capture technologies that allow for verification on the conversion of digital assets to real assets,
existing professional set to provide oracle (certification) services to a consensus mechanism, functionally
permissioned blockchain technology that provides a platform for true consensus driven collaboration, internet
of things is becoming simpler and accessible for building operations ... oracle extended identity
management ecosystem reference ... - oracle extended identity management ecosystem – reference
architecture the need for an extended identity management ecosystem the advent of directory services almost
15 years ago gave rise to the broad global smart city market - cambridgewireless - augmented reality,
gps enabled devices/ phones •sensor networks •digital water and waste management •command & control
response •use of ehealth and mhealth systems •intelligent and connected medical devices •e-government •eeducation •disaster management solutions •use of green mobility options •smart lifestyle choices •energy
conscious . 5 5 smart cities to create huge ... 3d sound and vr audio - invisibleplaces - 323 4.3. virtuality
and augmented reality the concept of virtuality8 is inherent in the auditive. the ear possesses the capacity to
per-ceive where the eye cannot – beyond the field of vision and the visual faculty, for example mobilizing
your business to foster your competitiveness - e urban mobility 4 b ig data coe barcelona is a centre
driven by eurecat, the government of catalonia, barcelona city council and oracle which builds, develops and
cimdata cpdm late-breaking news - itc infotech builds an augmented reality solution for connected service
leveraging oracle & ptc technology _____10 kpmg ignition sparks innovation for clients _____11 hpe launches
world’s first supply chain program based on climate science _____12 janeiro digital and ptc embark on new
development collaboration _____14 ...
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